
The Bible presents the reader with fractal patterns. The larger story of the whole
repeats itself at national, regional, local, and personal levels. Genesis’s creation
story projects the grand arc of the Bible’s whole narrative. And that arc then repeats
itself at personal, local, regional, national, and global levels as the full story
unfolds. Apply the grand arc to understand each small story. Examine the symbolic
nature of each small story to see once again the shape of the grand arc. No small
story represents a rabbit hole or diversion. Each small story adds feature, definition,
and development to the grand arc. But one must know the shape and purpose of the
grand arc to understand the meaning and purpose of each small story.

And so it is with our own lives. A sound life
requires recursive application of biblical
principles and patterns. Call it learning to
listen to the Spirit. Call it sanctification
through immersion in God’s word. Call it the
desire to fulfill God’s wishes for one’s life.
Or call it taking on the identity of Christ. We
draw from both the Bible’s grand arc and its

many small stories to guide and inform our own life. We recognize that each small
action we take may be instant, constricted by time and circumstance, but
nonetheless an important part of the larger arc of our life because we, too, are a part
of God’s grand story. Each small act or season looks much like the whole of our
life, just as the whole of our life informs each small action.

Recursion is a looking to the smaller parts, actions, and solutions, to shape the
larger part, while also acknowledging and respecting the larger part while taking
each small action. Recursion in fractal patterns is not only how coders code,
painters paint, and writers write. It’s also how God created, lending significance at
once to both the whole and the smaller part. It’s also how we live a godly life,
knowing that everything counts, including the large, medium, and small. It’s
another way of saying that God is omniscient, counting the hairs on our heads after
knitting us together in the womb. Lather, rinse, repeat, until your life fits gorgeously
within God’s grand life.


